Huawei Twitter and Facebook September 28 – October 4

Wireless laser charging "could prove to be a killer feature." @AndroidAuth discusses how Huawei’s latest patent could change the game. tinyurl.com/yyshgihuq

From golfing to skiing, track all your workouts with the Huawei #WatchGT2Pro.

Join leading analysts @arnoldjn, @rossrubin and John Canali for a discussion on how innovators are using IoT solutions for societal good on September 30 at 2 p.m. ET. tinyurl.com/yxnqkhuq

WEBINAR: IoT INNOVATION TO PROVIDE SOCIAL GOOD IN PANDEMIC TIMES
John Canali, Senior Analyst, Omdia
Jon Arnold, Principal, J Arnold & Associates
Ross Rubin, Founder & Principal Analyst, Reticle Research
Wei Shi, Intelligence Content Manager, Telecoms.com (Moderator)
REGISTER NOW
Wednesday, Sept. 30, 2-3 p.m.

The SupplyChainSummit starts tomorrow! This year’s event features keynote speakers from supply chain, telecom & technology industries including Huawei’s Tim Danks! Join us at 11:55 a.m. ET as we dive into topics like cyber threats & global supply chain. tinyurl.com/yf9dzvz

A new future is on the horizon. Good reporting and commentary from @michaeljosh of @GadgetMatch

Huawei Without Android: Is HarmonyOS 2.0 the Future? The first smartphones running HarmonyOS are coming in 2021! A year after the banning of Google ...
Huawei released its Autonomous Driving Network solution for the enterprise market at HuaweiConnect. How does it use AI to empower hyper-automated digital services & operations across industries? Read the official press release to find out: tinyurl.com/y537buqm
Tuesday Q: How will using my phone be more convenient in the future? A: Ask Huawei USA

Tuesday Q: When would technology like true wireless charging be available on my phone? Is it safe? A: Ask Huawei USA

Tuesday Q: I saw Huawei has patent for true wireless charging via lasers - what will this let me do? A: Ask Huawei USA

Tuesday Q: Won't my battery be dying if every time I touch my phone it starts to unlock? A: Ask Huawei USA

Tuesday Q: I saw a video about that fingerprint scanner - don't really get what's revolutionary there? A: Ask Huawei USA
Have you heard of wireless laser charging? Read about the latest developing Huawei innovation on @Pocketnow. tinyurl.com/y65k_zo

Show this thread

How does a mobile temperature sensor work?

DID you know Huawei Watch GT2e has a patent on technology that can help women track and predict their menstrual cycles? Check it out.

Technology is a universal language. Meet Hubert, who aims to give everyone a voice through his translator career, made possible with @Axiomly.

Technology is a universal language. Meet Hubert, who aims to give everyone a voice through his translator career, made possible with @Axiomly.
Did You Know? As technology advances, we at Huawei believe no one should be left behind so we practice digital inclusion through #TECH4ALL to support basic human rights.

ENVIRONMENT4ALL
Using technology to mitigate the effect of climate change to help protect our planet.

A lot of smartwatches cross the @Neonwin desk, but the #WatchGT2Pro stands out. Take a look at @TheRichWoods' unboxing of the latest smartwatch from Huawei.

Huawei Watch GT 2 Pro unboxing and first impression...
Unboxing Huawei's new Watch GT 2 Pro, which gets weeks of battery life and now has wireless charging ...
youtube.com

Today's the day! Hear IoT thought leaders, John Canali, Jon Arnold, Ross Rubin and Wei Shi explore the ways IoT can improve societal good at 2 p.m. ET. tinyurl.com/yxhqkhuq

NOW STREAMING
WEBINAR: IoT INNOVATION TO PROVIDE SOCIAL GOOD IN PANDEMIC TIMES
Sept. 30, 2020, 2:00 - 3:00 p.m.
SCAN TO REGISTER & WATCH NOW!

Huawei USA's Tim Danks is taking the stage for @Reuters SupplyChainUSA to discuss building a more resilient supply chain, particularly in times of crisis. It's all happening 10/8 at 12:30 p.m. ET. tinyurl.com/y6h4sc7u

REUTERS
Supply Chain USA Virtual 2020
(October 7-8)
Tim Danks, VP Risk Management & Partner Relations, Huawei
Build a Framework for Global Supply Chain Cybersecurity
Click Here to Register Now

Take your code to the next level with the Huawei Awareness Kit. Make an app with that can obtain contextual information, gaining insight into the user's current situation more efficiently making it possible to deliver a smarter, more considerate UX. tinyurl.com/yx3umlmy

Witness memory access acceleration brought by moving the memory to Smart Cache in the GPU #codelab. tinyurl.com/yfg044mq
HuaweiMobile partnered with Refinery29 and young creatives from across the globe to discover how HUAWEI Share Technology has helped them get inspired and keep positive this year, in just One Tap. Find out more here:

What It Means To Feel Connected Around The World
Four female creatives from around the world tell us how they stay connected with friends, and how Huawei makes life and work seamless. Refinery29.com

Huawei Canada @Huawei_Canada - Oct 1
Technology can greatly accelerate post-pandemic recovery. @SpirosMargaris explains how the 5-tech-domains approach can boost economic recovery via intelligent connectivity:

Intelligent Connectivity is Key to Economic Recovery
How can technology solve industries’ post-pandemic challenges? Inspired by Huawei Rotating Chairman ...
youtube.com

From a responsive interface and great build quality to advanced features, @gsmarena says there’s lots to love about the Huawei Watch GT2 Pro. tinyurl.com/y67hest3

Huawei’s Seeds for the Future program has benefited many students since launch in 2003, in areas such as ICT and technology. This year, the program has gone virtual and continues to push forward the global digitization efforts to educate bright minds. tinyurl.com/y66s4c5b

Wenbing Yao shares how people need better engineer and software skills in a world powered by #5G. #WomenInTech
The SmartBus is an interactive, mobile, digital classroom that teaches young people how to use the internet to get the most from it through lessons and games. #TECH4ALL #Education4All

It's never too late to start a fitness journey! Whatever your exercise regime looks like, the WatchFit has you covered. Check out @trustedreviews full review. tinyurl.com/y5p9k38r

We are swimming in a sea of data in today's digital world. If used properly, developers can turn data into actionable insights. Check out how our Analytics Kit can meet your needs. tinyurl.com/y4p5tg2n

Sharing is easier than ever with Huawei Share. See how @NataliyOsman uses it in her day to day.
People with disabilities meet barriers of all kinds. Fortunately, technology is helping to lower many of these barriers. Hear from our employees on how we can use technology to feel more connected. #WeAreHuawei

Women In Technology

The one end only @SiebergD is back this week to host a TechTuesday all about gaming. Don't miss it - be here at 2 p.m. ET on 10/6. #AtHuaweiUSA

#TECHTUESDAYS GAMING Q&A
with Daniel Sieberg
VP, Technology & Innovation
Thought Leadership, Huawei USA
October 6, at 2 p.m. ET

We don't want to brag, but our P50 Pro+ has a competitive edge in the market. Read on to learn more. tinyurl.com/5s7jy8f

WEBINAR: IoT INNOVATION TO PROVIDE SOCIAL GOOD IN PANDEMIC TIMES

Join us on 9/30 for a webinar diving into how IoT is being used to combat the pandemic. Wei Shi of http://Telecoms.com, John Canali of Omdia, Jon Arnold of J Arnold Associates and Ross Rubin of Reticle Research will be sharing their insights at 2 p.m. ET.
https://tinyurl.com/yxhqkhuq

WEBINAR: IoT INNOVATION TO PROVIDE SOCIAL GOOD IN PANDEMIC TIMES

John Canali, Senior Analyst, Omdia
Jon Arnold, Principal, J Arnold & Associates
Ross Rubin, Founder & Principal Analyst, Reticle Research
Wei Shi, Intelligence Content Manager, Telecoms.com (Moderator)

REGISTER NOW

Wednesday, Sept. 30, 2-3 p.m.

Sign Up
You've watched the keynotes and visited our booths. Here's a new perspective on #HuaweiConnect 2020. Enjoy! #HuaweiNow

#Huawei further proved its commitment to collaboration at #HuaweiConnect through the release of platforms & suites for its more than 1.8 million developers, and...

Huawei commits to growing ICT value chain through talent and open ecosystems

Get ready for #UBBF2020. How can we harness the power of #intelligent #connectivity to create new value together? Join our partners & global operators from Oct ...

See More
The new #MateBook14 is here! XDA Developers calls it a "powerhouse" and breaks down all you need to know about the laptop. Read on. https://tinyurl.com/y4xy97qp

Huawei USA
September 28 at 12:01 PM
Integrate the Huawei Wireless Kit to improve your app's communication performance and enable a seamless experience. https://tinyurl.com/yy4fdz4
Ever wonder how to make a banner ad? Then this #codelab is for you. https://tinyurl.com/y67kcef6

Huawei USA

Huawei is working on a device that can charge your devices with lasers - no wires required. Read more about it at Pocketnow. https://tinyurl.com/yy65kuzo

Huawei USA

The pandemic is widening the #digitaldivide in education. What is technology's role in closing the gap? Learn more. https://tinyurl.com/y2l3lb95

"Not only before COVID-19, but heightened by COVID-19, a lot of learning is going on by policymakers, by broadband providers, by educators, by students, crossing the divide of urban, suburban, and rural.

- Don Morrissey, VP Government Affairs, Huawei Technologies USA
A new future is on the horizon. Good reporting and commentary from Michael Josh of GadgetMatch

WHAT'S NEXT FOR HUAWEI?

YOUTUBE.COM

Huawei Without Android: Is HarmonyOS 2.0 the Future?
The first smartphones running Harmony OS are coming in 2021! A ...

Huawei USA

Understand the state of global supply chain risk in the era of trade wars, pervasive cyber threats and technology nationalism. Tim Danks will explain in context of better managing supply chain operations on 9/29 at 11:05 a.m. ET during #SupplyUS2020.
https://tinyurl.com/y39rpc40

American Supply Chain Summit

Huawei USA

New to working out? Trusted Reviews says the Huawei #WatchFit is a good fit for casual and newbie athletes. https://tinyurl.com/y5p9b3or
Huawei released its Autonomous Driving Network solution for the enterprise market at #HuaweiConnect. How does it use AI to empower hyper-automated digital services? See More

Huawei Launches ADN Solution for Enterprises, Bringing Intelligent Connectivity Within Reach

This might be an underrated laptop line

The Huawei MateBook 14 is an all-around notebook Powered by AMD Ryzen

Get ready to take on the day with the Huawei #WatchFit.
No matter where you come from, your voice matters. See how technology helps those voices be heard. #ConnectNotDivide

https://tinyurl.com/y6w3wzg

By installing the Huawei Awareness Kit, you can leverage more user contextual information to provide them with a smarter and more considerate app experience. https://tinyurl.com/yx8ulmy

To better serve our intelligent society, we need to “level up” the ultra-broadband industry & build a future-proof network infrastructure. Discover how at #Huawei... See More
As technology improves, so do the lives of the communities that employ it. Register for #Huawei's #MBBF2020 to explore the impact of #5G around the globe: https://... See More

Wireless laser charging “could prove to be a killer feature.” Android Authority discusses how Huawei’s latest patent could change the game. https://tinyurl.com/y4jupym3

#IoT-powered smart devices are making our lives easier and helping us fight through the pandemic. On September 30 at 2 p.m. ET, hear from analysts John Canali, Ross Rubin and industry thought leader Jon Arnold with moderator Wei Shi from http://Telecoms.com for more. Register here! https://tinyurl.com/yxhqkhuq

NOW STREAMING
WEBINAR: IoT INNOVATION TO PROVIDE SOCIAL GOOD IN PANDEMIC TIMES
Sept. 30, 2020, 2:00 – 3:00 p.m.
SCAN TO REGISTER & WATCH NOW!
Happy National Women's Health and Fitness Day! #DYK Huawei has a #patent technology that can predict women's menstrual cycle to allow them to better manage their physical health? Learn more. https://tinyurl.com/y3e7vhb
Step into the mind of Zhong Xia and discover the first of our #ArtinTech stories.

"If design was a seed it would blossom in your hand."

Want to collide the wo... See More

#Huawei is partnering with more carmakers to deliver internet-connected automotive experience to consumers. In August, Volvo Cars unveiled the S90, its latest c... See More
"The power this notebook outputs is remarkable for how portable the device is." See why the MateBook D 15 is impressing Stuff Magazine.

#ExperienceEverything https://tinyurl.com/y33ghomj

Don't miss Reuters' #SupplyChainUSA summit on 10/8. Huawei USA's Tim Danks will explain how cybersecurity frameworks can be used in supply chains to systemize security & close gaps. Tune in at 12:30 p.m. ET. https://tinyurl.com/y6h4sc7u

The SmartBus is an interactive, mobile, digital classroom that teaches young people how to use the internet to get the most from it, through lessons and games #TECH4ALL #Education4All.
Check out this #codelab demo that will make Huawei GPU Extensions more accessible to developers. https://tinyurl.com/y6go46mq

Solo photoshoots just got a lot easier - take a look at Huawei Share in action.

From mitigating the impact of climate change to making education more accessible to all, Huawei is leveraging technology's power to build a fully #connected future. #TECH4ALL

ENVIRONMENT4ALL
Using technology to mitigate the effect of climate change to help protect our planet.
Hear what GSMArena had to say about the Huawei Watch GT2 Pro: “If you’re looking for an amazing looking watch that will tell you time but can double as the odd fitness tracker - the Watch GT2 Pro should be near the top of your list.” https://tinyurl.com/y67hext3

Huawei USA

For the first time ever, Huawei is taking its Seeds For the Future program virtual to safely develop skilled, local ICT talent and bridge communication gaps between countries and cultures.
https://tinyurl.com/y66s4c5b

Huawei USA

People with disabilities meet barriers of all kinds. Fortunately, technology is helping to lower many of these barriers. Hear from our employees on how we can use technology to feel more connected.
#WeAreHuawei #WomenInTech

Huawei presents
Women In Technology

YOU ARE
BUILDING THE
FUTURE
No Google services? No worries! Check out how #P40Pro+'s outstanding hardware capabilities put these worries to ease. [Link](https://tinyurl.com/y5z7y28f)

Another #TechTuesday hosted by Daniel Sieberg is coming your way. Tune in to Huawei USA on Twitter to get answers to all your gaming related questions. It's happening live at 2 p.m. ET on 10/6.

#AskHuaweiUSA [Link](https://tinyurl.com/ycaxo8hp)

#TECHTUESDAYS GAMING Q&A

with Daniel Sieberg
VP, Technology & Innovation
Thought Leadership, Huawei USA

October 6, at 2 p.m. ET